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Abstract. This paper empirically compares six background correction
methods aimed at removing unspecific background noise of the over-
all signal level measured by a scanner across microarrays. Using three
published cDNA microarray datasets we investigated the effect of back-
ground correction on cancer classification in terms of the predictive per-
formance of two classifiers (k-NN and support vector machine with lin-
ear kernel) induced from microarray data where a particular background
correction method is applied, individually and in combination with a
single-bias or double-bias-removal normalization method.

1 Introduction

Microarray technology [6, 7] allows simultaneous measurement of expression lev-
els of thousands of genes in a single experiment. A microarray consists of a glass
slide with spots (where probes are attached) arranged into several print-tip(PT)
groups according to a particular layout. In cDNA microarrays experiments, two
samples of mRNA labelled with distinct (red Cy5 and green Cy3) fluorescent
dyes (target) are simultaneously hybridized to a microarray spotted with a par-
ticular DNA sequence (probe). The microarray is then scanned and the resulting
image is processed to obtain a quantification of the transcript abundance at each
spot, a amount proportional to the total fluorescence, i.e., the red and green flu-
orescence intensities (R, G). The relative expression level for each gene spotted
is the log ratio M = log2 R/G. Given m number of tissue samples and n number
of genes, the data generated by microarray experiments is a m × n matrix of
gene expression levels. In addition, for each sample is given its classification (e.g.
presence or absence of a tumor). The task is to build a classifier from microarray
data that provides the best classification for future tissue samples.

Each step in microarray experiments can introduce variability in the mea-
sured intensities that affects the quality of raw data. Background correction
(BC) and normalization (NM) are two pre-processing steps aimed at cleaning
raw data at undesirable variations due technical factors, but trying to retain the
intrinsic biological variations[8]. In this work we aim to investigate the effects
that BC has on the predictive performance of classifiers induced from microar-
ray data. Previous related work [1, 4] have been more focused on evaluating the
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effects of BC on the detection of differentially expressed genes or the precision
of point estimates. Instead, our study is more related to the study given in [8]
that evaluates NM methods for supervised classification. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the BC methods. The experi-
mental study to analyze the effect of BC on cancer classification is discussed in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 contains the conclusions and future work.

2 Background Correction

Background correction aims to remove unspecific background noise of the overall
signal measured by a scanner. Intensities measured for each spot can include
a contribution not specifically due to the hybridization of the target to the
probe, but due to other causes (e.g. the presence of other chemicals on the
glass) [7]. Since any observed signal is affected by a background signal, we can
obtain more accurate gene expression levels by measuring and removing it. All
the datasets used herein were generated by the GenePix Pro software. A local
method to estimate the bakcground signal is implemented. For each spot the
pixels are classified as foreground intensities or background signals according
to whether they are inside the spot or in the surrounding area. The foreground
intensities (Rf , Gf ) and the background signals (Rb,Gb) are estimated (e.g. using
the mean values). Next, to obtain an accurate measure of true intensities (R, G),
a background correction (BC) on the observed values (Rf , Gf ) is performed. A
complete overview of BC methods is given in [4]. Here we briefly describe the
methods used in our study1:

1. noBC: No BC is performed, i.e., R = Rf and G = Gf .

2. Subtraction(sub): It subtracts the background from the foreground values,
i.e., R = Rf − Rb and G = Gf − Gb.

3. Half: Any intensity less than 0.5 after subtraction is set to 0.5, i.e., R = 0.5,
if Rf − Rb < 0.5; R = Rf − Rb, otherwise.

4. Minimum(min): Any intensity, zero or negative, after subtraction is set to
half of the minimum of the positive corrected intensities for that array, i.e.,
R = Rf − Rb if Rf − Rb ≥ 0; R = min1≤i≤N (Rfi − Rbi : Rfi − Rbi ≥ 0),
otherwise.

5. Edwards(edw): A smoothing function is used if the difference between the
foreground and background is less than a given threshold value [?], that
is,R = Rf − Rb if Rf − Rb ≥ δ, R = δe1−(Rb+δ)/Rf , otherwise.

6. Normexp(nexp): assuming Rf = R+Rb and Gf = G+Gb), the intensities
(R, G) are calculated as the expected values by considering that true sig-
nals follow an exponential distribution and background signals are normally
distributed.

1 Due to lack of space, in some methods we limit only to present the formulae for the
red fluorescence intensities. The green intensities are calculated similarly.



3 An Experimental Study with Microarray Data

We evaluate the effect of BC on the performance of two classifiers: k-NN and sup-
port vector machines(SVM) using leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV). We
used three microarray datasets[5]: lymphoma (107 arrays; 3 classes), liver cancer
(207 arrays; 2 classes) and lung cancer(65 arrays; 2 classes). For each dataset we
assessed 36 different pre-processing strategies combining a BC method followed
by a NM method. All the NM and BC methods are summarized in Table 1. We
implemented three single-bias removal (one-step) and two double-bias-removal
(two-steps) NM strategies. These methods use robust locally weighted regression
(loess) for adjusting the intensity and/or spatial effect due to different sources
of dye biases. In addition, NM methods can be applied at a local or global level
depending on whether only the spots in a PT group or the entire microarray
is considered for adjustment. Each pre-preprocessed data associated to a pair
of methods (BC, NM) is obtained as follows: i)for each spot, BC is applied to
estimate (R, G) and obtain the M-values; ii) M-values are normalized ; iii) only
those probes that are present in all the microarrays are retained; the M-values
for a same probe are averaged; iv) M-values are centered and scaled to a unit
norm; v) missing values are imputed. As a result, the resulting numbers of sam-
ples, m, and features, n are: m = 107 and n = 7079 for Lymphoma; m = 207
and n = 21901 for Liver and m = 65 and n = 22646 for Lung. The LOO-CV
procedure for k-NN was implemented in R using class/knn.cv(k = 3,...,10) and
class/knn(k = k*) where the optimal k* was also selected via LOO-CV. We used
the SVM learner implemented in the operator LibSVMLerner with a linear kernel
in RapidMiner[3].

Table 1. BC and NM methods used in the comparative study

Methods Bioconductor R package/function(parameters) Corrected Intensity
based on

NB limma/backgroundCorrect(RGlist,method=“none”) No BC
Subtraction limma/backgroundCorrect(RGlist,method=“sub”) Subtraction
Minimum limma/backgroundCorrect(RGlist,method=“min”) Truncated Subtraction
Half limma/backgroundCorrect(RGlist,method=“half”) Truncated Subtraction
Edwards limma/backgroundCorrect(RGlist,method=“edwards”) Model
Normexp limma/backgroundCorrect(RGlist,method=“normexp”) Model

NN marray/maNorm(data,norm=“none”) NN
IGloess marray/maNorm(data, norm = “loess”, subset = TRUE,

span = 0.4)
Intensity Global loess

(IG)
ILloess marray/maNorm(data, norm = “printTipLoess”, subset =

T, span = 0.4)
Intensity Local loess

(IL)
SLloess marray/maNormMain(data, f.loc = list(maNorm2D(g =

“maPrintTip”, subset = T, span = 0.4)))
Spatial local loess(SL)

IGloessSLloess marray/d=maNorm(data,norm=“loess”,subset=TRUE,
span=0.4)/maNormMain(d,f.loc=list(maNorm2D(g=
“maPrintTip”,subset=T,span = 0.4)))

Intensity Global loess

followed by Spatial
Local loess (IG-SL)

ILloessSLloess marray/d=maNorm(data, norm=“printTipLoess”,subset=
T,span=0.4)/maNormMain(d,f.loc=list(maNorm2D(g=
“maPrintTip”,subset=T,span=0.4)))

Intensity Local loess

followed by Spatial
Local loess (IL-SL)



Table 2. LOO-CV error rates (%) for the 36 (BC, NM) strategies per dataset.

Data set Method k-NN SVM

BC NB sub half min edw nexp none sub half min edw nexp

NN 26.85 21.20 23.14 21.29 25.92 19.44 16.67 14.81 14.91 14.81 14.81 13.89
IG 12.96 16.66 20.37 16.66 22.22 11.1 7.41 5.56 12.96 5.56 11.11 7.41
IL 12.03 15.74 17.59 15.74 21.29 11.1 5.56 5.56 12.96 5.56 9.26 7.41

Lymphoma Sl 16.66 18.51 17.59 18.51 20.37 12.96 12.96 6.48 12.96 6.48 12.04 9.26
IG-SL 12.03 16.6 20.37 15.74 21.29 9.25 5.56 6.48 12.96 6.48 11.11 8.33
IL-SL 9.25 16.6 17.59 16.6 21.29 11.11 5.56 6.48 11.11 6.48 10.19 6.48

NN 35.38 26.15 36.92 36.92 35.38 35.38 29.23 23.08 32.31 32.31 23.08 27.69
IG 23.07 29.23 41.53 41.53 41.53 32.3 21.54 20 27.69 26.15 23.08 21.54
IL 20 27.69 38.46 38.46 41.53 29.23 21.54 18.46 24.62 24.62 23.08 21.54

Lung SL 32.3 27.69 29.23 29.23 36.92 30.76 23.08 18.46 24.62 24.62 23.08 23.08
IG-SL 24.61 30.76 35.38 36.92 44.61 29.23 20 18.46 24.62 26.15 23.08 21.54
IL-SL 21.53 24.61 41.53 41.53 35.38 27.69 20 18.46 24.62 24.62 23.08 21.54

NN 16.9 16.42 17.39 17.39 17.87 16.90 3.86 3.86 3.86 3.86 3.86 3.86
IG 13.52 15.94 14.97 12.56 11.59 13.04 3.86 3.86 3.38 3.86 3.38 3.38
IL 13.04 11.59 15.94 15.94 14.00 13.52 4.83 3.86 3.86 3.86 4.35 3.36

Liver SL 17.39 14.49 14.00 14.00 16.42 14.49 4.83 4.35 4.35 26.15 4.35 3.38
IG-SL 19.80 11.59 14.97 15.94 15.94 10.14 4.35 3.86 3.86 4.35 3.86 3.38
IL-SL 15.45 12.07 14.00 14.00 14.00 9.66 4.83 3.86 3.86 3.86 3.86 2.90

p/n/t 8/10/0 5/13/0 6/12/0 4/12/1 10/6/2 14/2/2 6/10/2 7/8/3 8/8/2 8/5/5

Table 2 depicts the LOO-CV error rates for the 36 pre-processing methods for
each dataset. Regarding SVM, sub seems to be the best BC method followed by
half and nexp. For k -NN, instead, similar results for nexp and sub are observed.
As shown in the last line, for k-NN there are more positive differences for nexp
(10) and sub (8). For SVM, sub presents more gains (14). In order to assess the
significance of the contribution to the improvements of the performance due to
the application of BC and NM methods, each of them separately and also due to
the interaction between both methods, BC↔NM, we assumed a two way additive
model for the LOO-CV error e(i, j) of a particular combination BC = i, NM = j.
By applying a parametric ANOVA we have not found significative difference
on the performance for the five BC methods in comparison to the baseline NB
(p − values > 0.8). However, residual values of the adjusted model were not
normally distributed, which suggests no warrantee from these conclusions. To
assess how much gain in performance could bring the combination (BC = i,
NM = j) we employ the reduction rate. From the additive model of the error, the
reduction rate can be defined as RR(i, j) = RR(i, ·)+RR(·, j)−RR(i ↔ j) where
the first term represents the reduction due to BC, the second term due to NM
and the last term due to the interaction between them. Taking ebs ≡ e(NB, NN)
as the baseline error (neither BC nor NM were performed) we obtain:

RR(i, j) =
ebs − e(·, j)

ebs
+

ebs − e(i, ·)

ebs
−

ebs − (e(·, j) + e(i, ·) − e(i, j))

ebs

Figure 1 illustrates the average reduction rate (ARR) for each combination of
methods (i, j) (the averages of RR(i, j)) against the ARR for each BC = i (the
averages of RR(i, ·)) over the three datasets. For both classifiers, by analyzing the
vertical bars, combination of methods (i, j), i ∈ {sub, nexp}, j 6= NN show higher
ARR, while by observing the horizontal bars, the BC methods that present
higher ARR are sub, nexp and min, thus indicating a better contribution to the
predictive performance.



Fig. 1. Bar plots of ARRs per classifier: k-NN (left), SVM (right). Vertical bars represent the ARR
per (BC,NM) grouped by BC methods. Horizontal bars represent the ARR for each BC method.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We compared six BC methods in combination with 6 normalization methods in
order to evaluate the effect of BC on the performance of classifiers induced from
microarray data. Results show that sub and nexp seems to be the best methods.
The reduction rate associated to the additive model, as herein proposed, allows
quantifying the effect of BC methods on the performance of classifiers. However,
the results obtained from ANOVA give us some indications that the application
of BC methods might not bring significant gains on the classifier performance.
To obtain more reliable conclusions, we plan to extend this study with more
datasets, classifier models and suitable statistical tests.
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